SUCCESS STORY ON MAHATMA GANDHI NATIONAL RURAL EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEE SCHEME (2011, 2012-2013)

CONSTRUCTION OF RCC BRIDGE AT SAWRKAR KAI LI, N.VANLAIPHAI:

A sum of Rs 827600.00 was utilized to construct this bridge and is being utilized by sixty (60) families who are having Wet Rice Cultivation (WRC) at the connected area. Earlier the stream was not connected by any kinds of vehicle but now the farmers are able to transport their harvest by vehicle through this bridge.

CONSTRUCTION OF RETAINING WALL NEAR VENGLAI PRESBYTERIAN, N.VANLAIPHAI:

This retaining wall construction was completed with work cost Rs 173500.00. Since primary school is located nearby and is of landslide prone area, the place was not safe for to and fro movement of small children (Primary School children). But now, this construction is preventing possible landslide and keep the children safe from danger.
CONSTRUCTION OF RETAINING WALL NEAR MHIP HOUSE (LUNGCHHUAN):

This retaining wall was constructed with a total amount of Rs 221500.00. Below the construction there is a patchy stream and around the place are number of residences, this construction protects and keep safe number of inhabitants from possible danger.

CONSTRUCTION OF SIDE DRAIN FROM LALHINGMAWIA’S HOUSE TO MIDDLE SCHOOL, CHEKAWN:

This side drain was constructed with a total amount of Rs 127300.00. There used to be street floods during rainy season which create difficulties for students of primary school and number of passersby in crossing the road, due to this construction problems of the villagers is now resolved.
**RETAINING WALL NEAR PRESBYTERIAN HALL (E.LUNG DAR):**

This retaining wall prevents landslide, soil erosion etc and keep the people safe from possible danger which could happen due to landslide etc. It was completed in the year 2012 with work cost Rs 100000.00

**SIDE DRAIN FROM LALMUANPUIA RESIDENCE TO SOCIETY HOUSE (MUALCHENG):**

There used to be street flooding which in turn affect the black topping of road during rainy season. This side drain construction is now preventing street flooding and benefits the villagers/passersby.
HALF-MOON TERRACE AT MUALCHENG:

Half moon terrace was constructed by the Villagers in Mualcheng village since 2008 till now.

Half-moon terrace is very useful for the proper growth of Orange plant as it collects and retains fertile soil in the upper region of land i.e for conservation of fertile top soil. It was ploughed at the rate of Rs 55.00 per plant. Normally 200 Half-moon Terraces were ploughed for one family. An amount of Rs 19,02,010.00 was expensed for construction of 34582 nos of Half moon terraces. This work benefits 173 families in Mualcheng village who are engaged in orange plantation.

AFFORESTATION UNDER MGNREGS AT MUALCHENG:

Climate change has an impact in all over the world now a day, even a small village in remote areas cannot escape its effect. The growing population and increase in needs of human beings led to degradation of the natural forest. Therefore, the needs of conservation of forest, by afforestation is felt even in a remote areas, therefore, villagers in Mualcheng Village, E.Lungdar RD Block have put their effort towards afforestation. This creates pleasant environment for people, wild animals and birds surrounding it. It is hopeful that this will also increase source of natural water in future.